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In view of the demand for high-concurrency massive data encryption and decryption application services in the security field, this paper proposes a dual-channel pipeline parallel data processing model (DPP) according to the characteristics of cryptographic operations and realized cryptographic operations of cross-data streams with different service requirements in a multiuser environment. By encapsulating cryptographic operation requirements in job packages, the input data flow is divided by the dual-channel mechanism and job packages parallel scheduling, which ensures the synchronization between the processing of the dependent job packages and parallel packages and hides the processing of the independent job package in the processing of the dependent job package. Prototyping experiments prove that this model can realize the correct and rapid processing of multiservice cross-data streams. Increasing the pipeline depth and improving the processing performance in each stage of the pipeline are the key to improving the system performance.

1. Introduction

With the development of computer and network technology, the large number of users and businesses of all kinds of business systems bring huge challenges to data analysis, processing, and storage of business systems. Meanwhile, the urgent need for the security service capabilities of business systems is also put forward. Not only security needs are reflected in financial business, but also the big data analysis for user behavior can easily expose users’ personal privacy. The vulnerability of information transmission in the Internet of Things can easily become a security risk in the field of industrial control. The use of cryptographic techniques to ensure the security of business and data and the protection of user privacy are urgent tasks at this stage and even in the future. Therefore, it is necessary to study fast cryptographic operations for mass data. Therefore, considering the security and high-speed processing requirements, it is urgent to design a parallel system that can meet the requirements of different algorithms and different cryptographic working modes.

As the mainstream of computer architecture research and design, multicore has an irreplaceable role in improving computing performance. People have done a lot of research on the high-speed design and implementation of cryptographic algorithm itself, as well as heterogeneous multicore crypto processors. However, there is a lack of research on the high-speed processing of cryptographic services that cross each other in multiuser scenarios. This dissertation takes the design of high-performance cryptographic server as research background. According to the characteristics of cryptographic operations, under the demand of high-concurrency massive data encryption and decryption application service, an efficient stream data processing model for multiuser cryptographic services is proposed to meet the requirements of user-differentiated cryptographic service requirements and achieve high-speed cryptographic service performance.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the existing research. Section 3 introduces the thread separation of the cryptographic operations based on the characteristics of cryptographic operation in different working modes. In Section 4, the dual-channel pipeline parallel data processing model DPP is proposed. Section 5 implements and tests the model.

2. Related Research

As the mainstream of processor architecture development, multicore processors have led to the research upsurge of parallel processing. The speed of data processing is improved by multicore parallel execution. There are two issues involved here: multithread parallelism and multitask parallelism. For multithread tasks, concurrent execution of multiple threads by multicore processors can improve the processing performance. For example, one task can be divided into three threads to complete, in the following order: initialization I, operation C, and results output T. Then we can complete it with three cores, as shown in Figure 1. A single-threaded task is usually ported to multiple cores for execution through automatic parallelization techniques. There are many studies on the automatic parallelization of loops. The traditional loop parallel methods include DOALL [1, 2] and DOACROSS [3]. When there is no dependency between iterations of the loop, the DOALL method is used to perform the parallelization sequentially; when there are dependencies between iterations of the loop, the DOACROSS method is used. This automatic parallelization technique cannot achieve good results for general loops containing complex control flow, recursive data structures, and multiple pointer accesses. For this reason, Ottoni proposed an instruction-level automatic task parallel algorithm called Decoupled Software Pipelines (DSWP) [4]. It divides the loop into two parts, the instruction stream and the data stream, and completes parallelism through synchronization between instructions and data. The implementation flow of DSWP and DOACROSS is shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.

DSWP reduce interaction between cores compared to DOACROSS. Whether it is DSWP or DOACROSS, there is a synchronous relationship between threads that are automatically parallelized. For example, the execution time of thread I and thread C needs to be consistent; otherwise, it will result in the waiting consumption of cores. Therefore, synchronization (or coordination) is a key issue that must be considered for parallelization. Concurrency must achieve high performance without significant overhead. Synchronization between threads often leads to the sequentialization of parallel activities, thereby undermining the potential benefits of concurrent execution. Therefore, the effective use of synchronization and coordination is critical to achieving high performance. One way to achieve this goal is speculative execution, which enables concurrent synchronization through thread speculation or branch prediction [5–8]. Successful speculation will reduce the portion of continuous execution, but false speculation will increase revocation and recovery overhead. Simultaneous implementation of the speculative mechanism in the traditional control flow architecture requires a large amount of software and hardware overhead.

In multitask parallelism, if each task is a multithreaded task, due to the independence of the tasks and the independence of the threads, the processing method is equivalent to a multithreaded task. If there are single-threaded tasks, after they are parallelized into multiple threads, there will be some associated threads in the process of multitask parallel execution, which must be treated differently.

The cryptographic service involves multiple elements. For example, a block cipher algorithm involves cryptographic algorithms, KEYS, initial vectors, working modes, etc. Different cryptographic services have different operational elements. The rapid implementation of multiuser cryptographic services belongs to the multitask parallel domain. As a device for realizing multiuser and massive data cryptographic services, the high-performance cryptographic server must achieve the following two points: First is the correctness of user services: the processing request of different users cannot be confused, and the second is the rapidity of data processing. There are many researches on the fast implementation of the cryptographic algorithm itself, such as improving the computing performance of block cipher algorithm through pipelining [9–13] and optimizing the key operations of public-key cryptography algorithm to improve the operation speed [14–16]. Some studies also accelerate the performance of cryptographic operations through multicore parallelism. For example, the literature uses GPU to implement parallel processing of part of cryptographic algorithms [17–19]. These research results are usually the performance improvement of a single cryptographic algorithm. The literature adopts a heterogeneous multicore approach to complete the parallel processing of multiple cryptographic algorithms [20–22]. However, there is no proposed data processing method for multiuser cryptographic services in the presence of multiple cryptographic algorithms, multiple KEYS, and multiple data streams.

Figure 1: The execution of multithreaded task.

Figure 2: (a) DOACROSS. (b) DSWP.
This paper proposes a dual-channel pipeline parallel data processing model (DPP), which includes parallel scheduling, algorithm preprocessing, algorithmic operation, and result acquisition. The DPP is designed and implemented in a heterogeneous multicore parallel architecture. This parallel system performs a variety of cryptographic algorithms and supports linear expansion of the algorithm operation unit. Each algorithm operation unit adopts dual channels to receive data and realizes parallel operations among multiple tasks.

3. Thread Split

As mentioned above, different cryptographic services have different computing elements, which is expressed as

\[ Service = \{ ID, crypto, key, IV, mode \} \]

ID is the service number that is set for multiple users.

The cryptographic operations are usually carried out in blocks and user’s data can be divided into several blocks. According to different cryptographic algorithms, the size of the block also varies. Here UB is used to represent the size of a single block. The research in this paper is based on the following assumptions:

1. Parallel processing with UB granularity.
2. Each cryptographic algorithm core completes the operation of one block. The algorithm core adopts the full pipeline design.

The fast implementation of cryptographic algorithm core is not discussed here. Under the premise of meeting the interface conditions, any kind of full pipeline implementation scheme of the cryptographic algorithm can be applied to the algorithm core in this model. This paper focuses on the parallelism between different blocks of cryptographic service.

3.1. Symmetric Cryptographic Algorithm. The parallelism between blocks of symmetric cryptography algorithms must consider the working mode adopted by the cryptographic algorithm. The commonly used working modes are ECB, CBC, CFB, OFB, CTR [23–27], and so on. Assume that \( C_i \) denotes the \( i \)th ciphertext block, \( P_i \) denotes the \( i \)th plaintext block, \( Enc \) denotes the encryption algorithm, \( Dec \) denotes the decryption algorithm, \( key \) denotes the \( KEY \), \( IV \) denotes the initial vector, \( n \) is the number of plaintext/ciphertext blocks, \( T_i \) is the counter value, which increases by 1 with the increment of the block, and \( u \) is the length of the last block.

1. ECB working mode

   Encryption: \( C_i = Enc(key, P_i), \ 0 \leq i < n \)
   Decryption: \( P_i = Dec(key, C_i), \ 0 \leq i < n \)

2. CTR working mode

   Encryption:
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   C_i &= P_i \ XOR \ Enc(key, T_i), \ i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, n-2, \\
   C_{n-1} &= P_{n-1} \ XOR \ MB_{\nu}(Enc(key, T_{n-1}))
   \end{align*}
   \]

3. CBC working mode

   Encryption:
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   C_0 &= Enc(key, XOR(IV, P_0)), \\
   C_i &= Enc(key, XOR(C_{i-1}, P_i)), \ 0 < i < n.
   \end{align*}
   \]

   Decryption:
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   P_0 &= Dec(key, C_0) XOR IV, \\
   P_i &= Dec(key, C_i) XOR C_{i-1}, \ 0 < i < n.
   \end{align*}
   \]

4. CFB working mode

   Encryption:
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   C_0 &= Enc(key, IV) XOR P_0, \\
   C_i &= Enc(key, C_{i-1}) XOR P_i, \ 0 < i < n.
   \end{align*}
   \]

   Decryption:
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   S_0 &= Enc(key, IV), \\
   S_i &= Enc(key, S_{i-1}), \ 0 < i < n, \\
   P_i &= S_i XOR C_i, \ 0 < i < n.
   \end{align*}
   \]

5. OFB working mode

   Encryption:
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   C_0 &= Enc(key, IV) XOR P_0, \\
   C_i &= Enc(key, C_{i-1}) XOR P_i, \ 0 < i < n.
   \end{align*}
   \]

   Decryption:
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   S_0 &= Enc(key, IV), \\
   S_i &= Enc(key, S_{i-1}), \ 0 < i < n, \\
   P_i &= S_i XOR C_i, \ 0 < i < n.
   \end{align*}
   \]

Because there is no dependency between blocks in the ECB and CTR modes, blocks can be processed in parallel. So ECB and CTR are parallel modes and are very suitable for parallel processing. CBC, CFB, and OFB modes have certain dependencies among blocks, so CBC, CFB, and OFB are serial modes. When using multicore parallel operations in multituser scenarios, attention must be paid to coordination and synchronization among blocks.

By analyzing each working mode, we can divide the encryption and decryption operation into 3 threads. Thread 1 completes the acquisition of the algorithm core input data, thread 2 completes the encryption/decryption operation of a single block, and thread 3 completes the output of the ciphertext/plaintext data. Taking CBC encryption mode and OFB decryption mode as examples, the thread splitting is shown in Table 1.
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In this way of splitting, the function of thread 2 is relatively simple, which is the cryptographic algorithm operation of one UB. Since encryption and decryption operations usually require multiple rounds of confusion and iterative operations, the operation time of thread 2 is longer than that of thread 1 and thread 3. Taking the SM4 algorithm as an example, each block needs 32 rounds of function operations. In the full pipeline approach, the algorithm architecture is shown in Figure 3, where F0 to F31 represent 32 rounds of
function operations. Different blocks without dependencies can be executed in parallel within it.

For example, service 1 = \{ID1, SM4, key1, IV, CBC\} and service 2 = \{ID2, SM4, key2, none, ECB\} correspond to the data streams data 1 and data 2, if data 1 can be split into m UB blocks and data 2 can be split into n UB blocks. That is,

\[
\text{data } 1 = \{p_{11}, p_{12}, \ldots, p_{1m}\},
\]

\[
\text{data } 2 = \{p_{21}, p_{22}, \ldots, p_{2n}\},
\]

when \(p_{i1}\) is operated in module \(F_i\) (0 ≤ k ≤ 31), \(p_{1(i+1)}\) cannot enter the thread 1 module, but \(p_{2j}\) can enter the thread 1 and \(F_k'\) (k' < k) modules. So we can insert the block data of the parallel mode between blocks of the serial working mode and hide the execution time of the parallel mode block data inside that of the serial working mode block data. The thread 2 pipeline depth determines the number of independent blocks that can be inserted between dependent blocks.

### 3.2. Hash Algorithm

The Hash function needs to obtain the hash value of the message through multiple iterations of the block data, so the Hash operation has dependencies between the blocks. By analyzing, Hash algorithm can also be divided into 3 threads: message expansion (ME), iterative compression, and hash value output. The message expansion completes the calculation of parameters required for the iterative compression function, and the hash value output is used for the output of the final result. Taking SM3 as an example, the algorithm architecture is shown in Figure 4. The parallelism of Hash operations can only occur between blocks of different data streams.

### 4. DPP Parallel Data Processing Model

The parallel computing models based on PRAM, BSP, and LogP [28, 29] are all computing oriented, lacking pertinence to data processing and are not suitable for practical application of massive data. It can be seen from the above description that the cryptographic operation data in the multiuser environment have the following characteristics:

(1) Different user data streams intersect each other. (2) Independent blocks and dependent blocks exist in mutual intersections. Therefore, the parallel processing model must have the following two mechanisms: (1) distinguish between different user data streams and (2) distinguish between data stream dependencies. For this purpose, we encapsulate the data stream and add certain attribute information to the block data, so as to express its properties, thereby facilitating subsequent parallel processing.

The cryptographic operations of streaming data are data-intensive applications. Its typical feature is that the data value is time-sensitive, so the system requires low latency. When a large amount of multiuser data reaches the system in a continuous, fast, time-varying, and cross way, it must be quickly sent to each cryptographic algorithm operation node. Otherwise, data loss may occur due to limited storage space of the system receiver. Referring to the MapReduce data stream processing strategy, specialized module is used to distribute data streams.

The three threads of cryptographic operations of different working modes are implemented by three modules: preprocessing module, operation module, and result output module. The data reorganization module completes the integration of the data stream packages of each service. Figure 5 shows the dual-channel pipeline parallel data processing model proposed in this paper. The data stream processing is divided into six stages: job package encapsulation (PE), parallel scheduling (PS), job packet preprocessing (PP), algorithm operation (AO), result output (RO), and data reorganization (DR). The job package encapsulation and data reorganization are completed by the node \(P_0\), the parallel scheduling is completed by the node \(P_0\), and the job packet preprocessing, algorithm operation, and result output are completed by the algorithm operation unit \(cry_IP\). Each algorithm corresponds to a cluster of algorithm operation units. For example, the operation module \(cry_IP_{p1}\) is an encryption operation unit of algorithm \(s_1\), and \(cry_IP_{p2}\) is a decryption operation unit of algorithm \(s_2\). The dual channel is embodied in the two channels of input and output data of algorithm operation unit.
In the DPP model, data processing is performed in units of job packages. No explicit synchronization process is required between job packages. Synchronization is implicit in the algorithm preprocessing. Each job package is completed by a fixed algorithm operation unit, and there is no data interaction between the algorithm operation units in the job package processing.

4.1. Encapsulation. The encapsulation is completed by the master node. The format of the encapsulated job package is as follows:

\[ P = \{ID,crypto, key, IV, mode, No, flag, l\} \]

ID is the service number set for multiuser and is used to distinguish different data streams; Crypto represents the specific demand for cryptographic algorithms and encryption/decryption operations, key is the KEY, IV is the initial vector, and mode is the working mode, which can be used to distinguish the dependency property of the job package; No. is the job package serial number, which is used to reassemble the data stream after the algorithm operation. Flag is the tail package identifier, which indicates whether the service data flow is end. l is the length of the job package and is consistent with the size of the unit block of the cryptographic algorithm.

The flow data received by the system is described as Task = \{P\_i\}, where i corresponds to the service number and j corresponds to the sequence number of the service. We refer to job packages in parallel mode as independent job packages and job packages in serial mode as dependent job packages.

4.2. Dual Channel and Parallel Scheduling. According to the thread splitting, under the same algorithm requirements, the difference of package processing of different working modes is embodied in the preprocessing module and the result output module. The operation module does not consider the correlation among the job packages and only processes the input job packages. For this reason, it is necessary to distinguish the input data of the preprocessing module and the result output module. We adopt dual channels to receive job packages and classify independent job packages and dependent job packages.

4.2.1. Dual Receiving Channel of the Preprocessing Module. Channel 1 is used for the transfer of independent job packages. Considering that the first job package of a data stream in the serial mode is not associated with job packages of other data streams, the job package transmitted in channel 1 satisfies the condition:

\[ (mode = ECB|CTR) \text{ or } (mode = CBC|CFB|OFB \text{ and } No. = 1) \]

Channel 2 is used for the transfer of dependent job packages. The job package that is transmitted in channel 2 satisfies the condition:

\[ (mode = CBC|CFB|OFB \text{ and } No. = \_1) \]

Suppose that the working mode of four services that request cry/IP\_ab request operation is as follows: service 1. mode = service 2. mode = CBC, service 3. mode = service 4. mode = ECB, the job packages on channel 1 and channel 2 after parallel scheduling are shown in Figure 6.

The selection of channel is determined by the control signal Si, and the default selection is channel 1, that is, Si = 0. cnt is used to record the execution time of the dependent job package in the algorithm operation unit. When module cnt senses that the preprocessing module inputs a dependent job package, the counting starts. It is assumed that the algorithm operation unit needs m clock cycles to complete the operation of the dependent job package. When \( cnt = m \), the counter clears, \( cnt = 0 \), sets \( Si = 1 \) to select channel 2, and inputs the next dependency job package. In other cases, \( Si = 0 \) and channel 1 is selected. The state flow diagram is shown in Figure 7.

4.2.2. Dual Receiving Channel of the Result Output Module. Channel 3 is used for the transfer of independent job packages. The job package that is transmitted in channel 3 satisfies the condition:

\[ (mode = ECB|CTR) \text{ or } (mode = CBC|CFB|OFB \text{ and } flag = \_1) \]

Channel 4 is used for the transfer of dependent job packages. The job package that is transmitted in channel 4 satisfies the condition:

\[ (mode = CBC|CFB|OFB \text{ and } flag = \_/n) \]

Channel 4 provides support for storing intermediate states in serial mode. Since the result of the tail package does not need to be used as an intermediate state, the tail package’s result in serial mode is also output through channel 3.

The choice of channel is determined by the control signal So, and channel 3 is the default, that is So = 0. The channel selection control signal is the same as that of the preprocessing module. When \( cnt = m \), So is set to 1 and channel 4 is selected. In other cases, So = 0 and channel 3 is selected. When So = 1, the job package transmitted by channel 4 has the same ID as the job package received by the preprocessing module, as shown in Figure 8.
4.2.3. Parallel Scheduling. The process of parallel scheduling is as follows:

Step 1. Determine the algorithm operation unit according to crypto.

Step 2. Select the input channel of the preprocessing module of the algorithm operation unit according to mode and No. This scheduling method realizes fast transfer of incoming data streams and continuous processing of job packages. The use of dual channels reduces the interaction between modules and hides the processing time of independent job packages in the processing time of dependent job packages, facilitating the parallel execution of job packages.

4.2.4. Data Processing Steps

Step 1. The algorithm application process splits the data to be processed, adds attribute information, and encapsulates it as job package.

Step 2. The algorithm operation unit is determined according to the crypto field in the job package, and the input channel of its preprocessing module is selected according to mode and No. The job package is sent to the corresponding input channel.

Step 3. The preprocessing module obtains the input data of the algorithm operation module, namely, data, KEY, and IV, according to the package field of mode and No.

Step 4. The algorithm operation module performs pipeline processing on the received data and sends the result to the receiving channel of the result output module according to mode and flag.

Step 5. The result output module outputs the received job package to the result receiving process and determines whether to feed the job package back to the preprocessing module according to mode and flag of the job package.

Step 6. The result receiving process recombines the received job package based on ID.

4.3. Parallel Execution Time. Assume that \( P_0 \) is the job package encapsulation and reorganization node, and \( P_a, P_b, \) and \( P_c \) are algorithm operation nodes. \( T_{par} \) is the package encapsulation time, and \( T_z \) is the data reorganization time. \( g \) is the communication interval, that is, the minimum time interval during which node \( P_0 \) continuously transmits and receives job packages. The reciprocal of \( g \) corresponds to the communication bandwidth. \( L \) is the maximum communication delay, which is the time taken to transmit a job package from node \( P_0 \) to the scheduling node. \( T_y \) indicates the parallel scheduling time of job packages, \( T_i \) indicates the job package preprocessing time, \( T_e \) indicates the job package operation time, and \( T_f \) indicates the job package output time. \( g \) represents the calculated load, which is the set of job packages. \( m \) is the algorithm operation module pipeline depth. The message delivery process of the job package on DPP is shown in Figure 9.

The continuous sending and receiving of messages needs to meet the conditions:
Conclusion 1. The system communication bandwidth can be improved by two ways: increasing the operation speed of the algorithm operation module and increasing the pipeline depth of it.

If $g$ job packages come from $a$ data streams, consider two scenarios:

1. Each data stream adopts a parallel mode; that is, job packages are all independent. The load processing time is as follows:

$$T = T_{\text{par}} + (n-1)g + T_{s} + T_{f} + T_{c} + T_{f} + T_{z} + 2L.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

2. Each data stream adopts a parallel mode, so that job packages of the same service data stream are mutually dependent, and job packages of different service data streams are mutually independent. Assume that the maximum number of service job packages is $w'$, in the extreme case, the first job packet of this data flow appears after other service data flows, and then, the operation time of other service data flows is hidden during that of the longest service data flow. The load processing time is as follows:

$$T = T_{\text{par}} + (w-w'-1)g + w' (T_{s} + T_{f} + T_{c} + T_{f} + T_{z}) + 2L.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

For the data stream mixed in the serial/parallel mode, due to the pipeline design of the algorithm operation module, in the process of dependent job packages, the independent job packages can be executed in parallel, so the execution time of independent job packages is hidden in the execution time of the dependent job package. Therefore, the execution time $T$ of the multitask mixed mode data stream is as follows:

$$T = T_{\text{par}} + (n-1)g + T_{s} + T_{c} + T_{f} + T_{z} + 2L \leq T \leq T_{\text{par}} + (w-w'-1)g + w' (T_{s} + T_{f} + T_{c} + T_{f}) + T_{z} + 2L.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Conclusion 2. The execution time of mixed cross-data streams is limited to the execution time of the data streams with the most job packages. On the premise of constant pipeline depth, improving the processing performance of each module in the pipeline is the key to improve the processing method.

5. Implementation and Testing

5.1. Hardware Implementation. We prototyped the model to verify its validity. The architecture is shown in Figure 10. The cipher server management system completes the reception of multiuser cryptographic service data streams, the encapsulation of job packages, and the data reorganization of the operation results. The cryptographic algorithm operation is performed by a crypto machine as a coprocessor. The crypto machine is designed using Xilinx XC7K325t FPGA, which includes parallel scheduling module, SM3 and SM4 cryptographic algorithm cores.

The hardware implementation block diagram of the cipher machine is shown in Figure 11. The cipher machine adopts the PCIe interface and receives the job package split by the algorithm application process of the cipher server management system in the way of DMA and stores them in DOWN_FIFO in the downlink data storage area.

Parallel scheduling module PSCHEDULE: Determine the algorithm core according to the crypto field of the job package, determine the receiving FIFO according to the mode and No. fields, and realize the transfer of the job package. FIFO01 corresponds to channel 1 in the model, and FIFO02 corresponds to channel 2 in the model.

Preprocessing module IP_CTRL: Acquire algorithm core input data, including IV, KEY, and the result of the preorder dependent job package, and calculate the input data to cryptographic cores.

Operation modules SM4 and SM3: Cryptographic cores; perform algorithm operations on input data in pipelining way, and send the result of the operation to uFIFO or RAM. uFIFO corresponds to channel 3 in the model, and RAM corresponds to the channel 4.
Result output module UP_CTRL: If IP_CTRL gives the ID number, the data of the same ID number are extracted from RAM, and the output result result' is calculated, and fed back to IP_CTRL and output to the output FIFOo at the same time. If IP_CTRL has no ID number output, the data in uFIFO are extracted, and result' is calculated and sent to FIFOo. The data in FIFOo are fed back to the result reception process of the cipher server management system through the interface module in DMA mode.

5.2. Test. The test environment is as follows: The main frequency of the heterogeneous multicore parallel processing system implemented by Xilinx XC7K325t FPGA is 160 MHz, and the interface with the upper application is PCIe 2.0 * 8.

Test 1. SM4 CBC encryption for a 4000 MB file. The end of the test operation takes 114.390935 s, so the data stream processing rate is: $4000 \times 8/114.390935 = 279.742446$ Mbps.

Test 2. Test 2.1 to Test 2.4 use eight 400 MB files, and job packages of the eight files enter the cipher machine in an interleaving manner. These files use different IVs and KEYS in different working modes. The end time of each file processing is shown in Table 2. For the data set, the maximum end time is the total time it takes. The data flow processing rate is derived from the following formula:

### Table 2: Cipher operation time under cross files.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>File 1</th>
<th>File 2</th>
<th>File 3</th>
<th>File 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mode</strong></td>
<td>SM4 CBC</td>
<td>SM4 CBC</td>
<td>SM4 CBC</td>
<td>SM4 CBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time (s)</strong></td>
<td>13.5175</td>
<td>13.4912</td>
<td>13.4994</td>
<td>13.4831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time (s)</strong></td>
<td>12.5029</td>
<td>12.4946</td>
<td>12.4988</td>
<td>12.4784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time (s)</strong></td>
<td>4.3340</td>
<td>4.3166</td>
<td>4.0397</td>
<td>4.1721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time (s)</strong></td>
<td>12.8909</td>
<td>12.4151</td>
<td>13.0394</td>
<td>13.1713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Processing rate</strong>:</td>
<td>$3200 \times 8/13.5175 \approx 1.89$ Gbps</td>
<td>$3200 \times 8/12.5052 \approx 2.05$ Gbps</td>
<td>$3200 \times 8/4.9895 \approx 5.13$ Gbps</td>
<td>$3200 \times 8/13.1909 \approx 1.94$ Gbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rate (bps) = \frac{\text{size of data flow (bit)}}{\text{the total time (s)}} \quad (6)

**Analysis:** Because Test 1 has only one file in the CBC mode, the job packages are interrelated and all are executed serial. Although packages of each file are interrelated, the files of Test 2.1 are independent of each other, so the data flow processing rate of Test 2.1 is higher than that of Test 1. In Test 2.2, 4 files are in the ECB work mode, and the independent job packages operation time can be hidden within the operation time of the dependency packages, so the data flow processing rate of Test 2.2 is higher than that of the Test 2.1. Similarly, the data processing rate of Test 2.3 is the highest. Test 2.4 has 2 files with independent job packages and 6 files with dependent packages, but they are allocated in two algorithm units, so the operation rate is close to Test 2.1.

**Test 3.** Processing rate compare of dual channel and single channel. The total amount of job packages is 10000, and they are randomly assigned to \( j \) files. If \( N_i \) represents the number of job packages in file \( i \), \( \sum_{i=1}^{j} N_i = 10000 \). If \( j \) is 10, 20, 30, 40, the ECB or CBC encryption mode is adopted. Change the number of files in CBC encryption mode and compare the completion time of data flow in single-channel architecture and dual-channel architecture. The average value of data flow processing time is run several times, and the comparison result is shown in Figure 12. Single 0% means that all files use ECB mode, and the system adopts single-channel architecture. Dual 50% indicates that 50% of the files in the data stream use CBC mode, and the system is dual-channel architecture, and so on.

As can be seen from Figure 12, when the data flow is an independent data flow, the algorithm operation unit adopts the pipeline design, so the processing rate under the dual channel is close to the processing rate under the single channel; with the increase of the associated job packages in the data flow, the advantage of the data processing rate of dual channel is gradually displayed, and with the increase of the number of files in the data stream, the advantage of the data processing rate is more obvious.

**6. Conclusion**

Based on the characteristics of cryptographic operations, this paper proposes a dual-channel pipeline parallel data processing model DPP to implement cryptographic operations for cross-data streams with different service requirements in a multiuser environment. The model ensures synchronization between dependent job packages and parallel processing between independent job packages and data streams. It hides the processing of independent job packages in the process of dependent job packages to improve the processing speed of cross-data streams. Prototype experiments prove that the system under this model can realize correct and rapid processing of multi-service and personalized cross-data streams. Improving the processing performance of each module in the pipeline can improve the overall performance of the system.
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